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Abstract

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)-contaminated soils have been a concern during last decades; consequently, physicochemical and biological technologies have emerged and evolved with the aim of remediating them. Particularly, biological technologies are considered promising since they are low cost, safe and environmentally friendly. However, their results so far have been diverse and scattered. This chapter includes a review of the current status on bioaugmentation, biostimulation and bioattenuation techniques, which have been applied in PAHs-contaminated agricultural soils during the last decades. Successes and failures in PAHs remediation applied at microcosm and field levels are exhibited. Furthermore, the effects of microbial inoculum, the soil organic matter and the particle size of the aggregates on the PAHs’ availability and on the subsequent microbial biodegradation are reviewed. Finally, agricultural management systems are considered in the prediction of the behaviour and the end-point of some contaminants, as well as in the success of applying a biological technique.
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1. Introduction

Oil-based fuels are currently the major source of energy for industry and daily life. However, leaching and spills that occur during exploration, production, refining, transport and storage cause pollution problems. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are organic molecules...
that have two or more fused aromatic rings arranged in a linear, angular or cluster array. PAHs are found ubiquitously in the environment and are present in oil-based fuels. Currently, PAHs had become increasingly important because they are considered as emerging contaminants by their high risk to humans and the environment. According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), they are toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic, and are priority to be eliminated from the environment. There are several biological alternatives to eliminate PAHs and this chapter focuses on developments in bioaugmentation, biostimulation and bioattenuation for the removal of PAHs.

2. Remediation and biodegradation technologies

Methods to remove PAHs have been classified as physicochemical, chemical and biological, and are briefly described in Table 1. Among biological techniques, bioremediation is considered a viable technology, environmental friendly and inexpensive that uses the metabolic diversity of some microorganisms to degrade and decrease the concentration of toxic compounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solvent extraction</td>
<td>Treatment with two or more solvents, either alone or within mixtures to extract PAHs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical oxidation</td>
<td>Different types of oxidants such as Fenton’s reagent, ozone, potassium permanganate, hydrogen peroxide are used to oxidize PAHs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photocatalist degradation</td>
<td>Photocatalytic oxidation-reaction is used to destroy PAHs in presence of UV light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrokinetic remediation</td>
<td>It is applied mainly to treat soils with low permeability and contaminated with heavy metals. In addition, co-contaminated soils with organic pollutants can also be treated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal technology</td>
<td>PAHs can be either destroyed or volatilized by the use of high temperatures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phytoremediation</td>
<td>Plants are commonly used to extract and sequester heavy metals from contaminated soil. However, PAHs removal can also occur through synergistic interaction in the rhizosphere (plant and microorganism).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological remediation</td>
<td>Mineralization or biotransformation of toxic organic compounds either by specialized microorganisms or by their enzymes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Technologies suitable to remove PAHs from contaminated soils.

Biological removal or (biodegradation) is a process carried out by aerobic organisms mainly indigenous microorganisms and commonly it reaches the mineralization of toxic compounds to inorganic forms (CO₂ and H₂O). However, anaerobically PAHs biodegradation under denitrifying and sulphate-reducing conditions has been well recognized [1]. The aerobic biodegradation mechanism of PAHs begins with the initial oxidation step, either where two atoms of oxygen are incorporated into the aromatic ring to form cis-dihydriodiol or where monoxygenases enzymes are involved in the first initial oxidation to form trans-dihydriodiol. Otherwise, bioremediation can be conducted in two ways: (1) ex situ that is held off the
contaminated site and requires excavation and site conditioning, and (2) in situ where the soil decontamination is performed without removing it from the area [2].

Three technological processes are well recognized for in situ bioremediation: (1) bioattenuation, which depends on the natural degradation processes to dissipate contaminants through biotransformation; (2) biostimulation, involving the addition of nutrients, water, electron donors or acceptors that stimulates microbial growth; and (3) bioaugmentation, which requires the inoculation of indigenous, allochthonous or genetically modified microorganisms with specific capabilities to degrade or biotransform the contaminant of concern. Bioaugmentation can follow two strategies: (1) isolation of microorganisms able to remove the contaminants from contaminated soils, culturing them in the laboratory and returning them to the original site (reinoculation of indigenous bacteria), or (2) inoculation of microorganisms obtained from different contaminated sites with proven abilities to degrade the contaminants of concern [2].

3. Bioaugmentation, biostimulation or bioattenuation on PAHs removal

In the past decades, prominent microorganisms have been obtained and isolated, as consortia or individual strains, able to grow using aromatic compounds as the only carbon and energy source. These microorganisms have been used for PAHs’ degradation in soil by bioaugmentation, as it is mentioned in the following section.

3.1. Bioattenuation

It relies on natural processes to dissipate contaminants through biological transformation, during which the indigenous microbial populations degrade recalcitrants or xenobiotics compounds based on their metabolic processes. Bioattenuation includes a variety of chemical, physical and biological processes that reduce the mass, toxicity, volume or concentration of contaminants. These processes include aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation, sorption, volatilization, and chemical or biological stabilization, transformation of contaminants. The time is not a limiting factor and usually is applied on sites with low concentration of contaminants, where no other remedial techniques are applicable.

In order to reveal that bioattenuation occurs in remote areas consistently and continuously, deep-sea sediments of Artic Ocean were collected in the summer of 2010; the PAHs compositions were examined and the 16 EPA-priority PAHs were from 2.0 to 41.6 ng g$^{-1}$ dry weight, among them, phenanthrene was relatively abundant in all sediments. The 16S rRNA gene of the total environmental DNA revealed potential degraders. Meanwhile, 40 PAH-degrading bacteria were isolated though enrichment culture, of which *Cycloclasticus* and *Pseudomonas* showed the best degradation capability under low temperatures. Based on the 16S rDNA library and isolation of strains, the author suggested that bacteria of *Cycloclasticus*, *Pseudomonas*, *Pseudoalteromonas*, *Halomonas*, *Marinomonas* and *Dietzia* play the most important role in PAH mineralization in situ [3].

In terrestrial environments, where the biodegradation of a mixture of PAHs (fluorene, phenanthrene and pyrene) in mangrove sediments chronically exposed to industrial discharge,
livestock and household waste and wastewater was revealed, the bioattenuation favoured the removal of fluorene and phenanthrene up to 99% while pyrene removal (98%) was only improved by adding salt medium as a nutrient supplement [4]. Besides, the bioattenuation was effective in the removal of total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHs) and high molecular weight PAH residuals after applying a pilot-scale biopile remediation treatment, by properly enhancing their catabolic capacities with the addition of lignocellulosic substrate as a biostimulant [5].

3.2. Biostimulation

Biostimulation is the addition of nutrients to a contaminated site in order to encourage the growth of naturally occurring chemical-degrading microorganisms. Generally, inorganic additions of macro (as N, P, K) or micronutrients (as Mg, S, Fe, Cl, Zn, Mn, Cu, Na) are important to recover depleted soils by agricultural management systems or contaminated with PAHs, in order to improve the degradation activity of native or foreign microorganisms. Thus, the type and concentration of nutrient can play an important role in biodegradation of PAHs. Particularly, the effect of biostimulation on phenanthrene removal from contaminated soil via adding macro and/or micronutrients revealed that the optimal phenanthrene reduction resulted when a high level of macronutrient in the range of 67–87% and low level of micronutrient in the range of 12–32% were used with the nitrogen as the dominant macronutrient [6]. Other strategies had been implemented by the use of stable organic supplements such as compost, sewage sludge, manure, vermicompost, etc., as biostimulant nutrients to activate the catabolic potentials of microorganisms. The success of applying stable organic residuals may be a promissory technology due to the high content of essential nutrients and the harbouring of large quantities of diverse microorganisms that accelerates the biodegradation of some contaminants in soil. The biostimulation with compost achieves an improved removal of PAHs in an artificially contaminated agricultural soil [7]. The dissipation of phenanthrene, anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene in a spiked agricultural soil amended with manure and vermicompost resulted in a transient effect in the removal of PAHs during the first 30 days [8]. Furthermore, it was observed that the inorganic nutrients or biosolid amendment have a similar effect on the degradation of phenanthrene and anthracene in an artificially contaminated agricultural soil. Polyacrylamide, a flocculant used in wastewater treatment, was added in two different artificially contaminated soils, and the concentrations of phenanthrene and anthracene were removed rapidly in both soils (agricultural soil and alkaline-saline soil) [9].

3.3. Bioaugmentation

It is defined as a technique for improvement of the removal capacity of contaminated areas by the introduction of specific competent strains or consortia of microorganisms to the contaminated site, thus favouring the biodegradation process. In this way, a bacterial mixed culture was added to a PAHs (pyrene and benzo[a]pyrene)-contaminated soil, and after the treatment, the mineralization rate of pyrene was about 36% (after 150 days), and benzo[a]pyrene 5% (after 70 days) [10]. Similar results were observed with Scopulariopsis brevicaulis PZ-4 that was able to remove phenanthrene (60%), fluoranthene (62%), pyrene (64%) and benzo[a]pyrene (82%)
in liquid medium after 30 days of incubation; while, in a PAH-contaminated soil, PZ-4 removed 77% of total PAHs and the highest removal of PAHs occurred for phenanthrene (89%) and benzo[a]pyrene (75%) after incubation for 28 days [11]. On the other hand, organic pollutant-contaminated soils are often co-contaminated with heavy metals, and the success of applying a bioaugmentation treatment has been tested by some authors; for example, a bacterial consortium composed by 12 indigenous strains with different catabolic capacities (resistant to heavy metals, producer of surfactants and degraders of hydrocarbons) was added in a soil spiked with diesel oil and heavy metals (Pb and Zn) obtaining the total removal of diesel oil [12]. Consequently, the authors concluded that the entire indigenous community was pushed towards an effective bioremediation by the addition of the microbial consortium.

3.4. Combinations and improvements in biodegradation techniques

Some reports showed that the addition of microorganisms (bioaugmentation) or nutrients (biostimulation) either individually or combined have negligible effects on the removal of PAHs at field or microcosm level. In this manner, the effect of applying bacterial or fungus consortium to artificially contaminated forest soil with a mixture of PAHs reported that bioaugmentation did not improve the removal of naphthalene, phenanthrene, anthracene and pyrene as compared to bioattenuation [13]. However, successful approaches were achieved when nutrients and microorganisms were added simultaneously [14] or successively during the treatment [15]. Therefore, some modifications have been made in bioremediation techniques to improve the removal efficiency of PAHs. A strategy is the use of carriers and the results obtained are promising. Biocarriers have particular characteristics that allow microbial survival by providing a temporary nutrition medium and a protective niche. Immobilization of cells also avoids protozoan grazing and promotes a slow release of cells from the biocarriers, prolonging their degrading activity. Encapsulated Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains effectively removed PAHs only in the soil bioaugmented with nutrients, moisture and oxygen supplies [16]. Another modification to bioremediation technique is the dose of the inoculum. It has been seen that the use of several doses of the inoculum improves the removal of contaminants in comparison with a single dose. Thus, the inoculation of two doses in different times of a specialized bacterial consortium, able to degrade alkanes and PAHs, improved the overall removal of TPHs above 30% [15]. The repeated inoculation of Arthrobacter sp. to an artificially contaminated soil improved the removal of phenanthrene as compared to one dosage [17].

The addition of compounds with similar characteristics to the contaminants can stimulate indigenous microorganisms of the soils suggested that the ability of indigenous microorganisms to remove a particular contaminant could be enhanced by the presence of other contaminants or by the repeated exposure to the contaminant of concern, which favours the selection of specific microorganisms with desired specific metabolic capabilities. Additionally, the effect of adding various types of chlorophenols at different concentrations on the indigenous population from a calcareous agricultural soil without a previous history of exposure to such contaminants helped microorganisms to survive and stay alive during the treatment even in the presence of a more toxic compound [18]. On the other hand, knowledge of the physico-chemical properties of soil is important to establish and design the best strategy bioremedia-
The response of indigenous microorganisms in an artificially contaminated agricultural soil was studied, and it was faster during the removal of phenanthrene than fluoranthene. This difference was attributed to the physicochemical properties of both contaminants and the specific metabolic capacity showed by the microorganisms at the onset of the experiment [19]. PAHs-contaminated soil has a negative impact on the stability of an ecosystem, therefore the physicochemical properties of a contaminated soil and its associated microbial community should be considered to ensure the success of bioremediation. The knowledge of these parameters will avoid conflicting reactions between the different techniques of bioremediation. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct assays of the combinations of techniques at laboratory level to determine the synergistic effects and to achieve improvements in the PAHs degradation in the soil.

4. Limiting factors for a successful biological remediation

Bioremediation is influenced by abiotic factors such as temperature, humidity, pH, aeration, nutrient content, redox potential and soil type; however, interaction of biotic factors such as competition, predation and biological factors also play a major role in the success of this technique [20]. Some studies have shown that the microorganisms added for degrading contaminants at laboratory level were not able to mineralize, survive or compete with the native microorganisms when they were introduced into foreign environments, probably due to susceptibility to toxins or predators in the environment, due to the preferential use of easily assimilated organic compounds or due to slow motion throughout the inner porous soil that harbours the contaminant [21]. To facilitate the adaptation of microorganisms added to a soil, the following criteria must be considered: contaminant-availability for microorganisms; microbial activity; survival of microorganisms in the foreign environment; and environmental conditions such as nutrient availability, water content and pore size of the aggregates [20]. On the other hand, when a population is introduced into a foreign site, it tends to decrease with time due to the abiotic and biotic factors mentioned above, and thus the treatment can be adjusted either by adding more specialized microorganisms or by using immobilized bacteria [22]. The introduction of a microorganism in an environment is complex and its permanence may be only temporarily, depending on the ability of the microorganism to adapt to environmental conditions. The strategy to isolate indigenous microorganisms and incorporate them into the environmental is a viable alternative; however, this technique does not always produce the expected results, suggesting that the above factors play an important role.

5. Organic matter content and particle size: sorption or sequestering; how could they affect the bioavailability?

Soil is composed of organic and inorganic components separated by pores containing water or air. The interactions between hydrocarbons and mineral surfaces (clay, silt and sand) are only significant when the organic matter content is <0–1%. Thus, organic matter is very
important in the fate and behaviour of organic contaminants in soil. The soil organic matter can be divided into two types: soft carbon (rubbery), which is defined as expanded and flexible structures with humic and fulvic acids as component with reversible sorption, and hard carbon (glassy), defined as rigid and condensed structures with humin, kerogen and pyrogenic carbon as commonly identified components, which are involved in irreversible sequestration [23]. Therefore, the organic matter content can directly affect the bioavailability of contaminants to microorganisms by sorption or sequestration mechanisms, and thus the success of bioremediation technologies can be hindered. The effect of organic matter on the degradation of PAH was studied in [24], and it was found that microbial activity was influenced by the amount of organic matter in the soil by either nutrient limitation or PAHs sequestration. In addition, microbial activities developed in humic acid were much higher than those developed in humin (aged organic matter), demonstrating that humin is able to sequester organic contaminant in a stronger way. In another study, it was demonstrated that a high content of organic carbon in the soil produces a low degradation rate of PAHs by indigenous microorganisms [25], indicating The sequestration of PAHs by organic carbon is the major mechanism for the accumulation of PAH in soils. On the other hand, it has been proposed that humic acids promote degradation of aromatic compounds by changing pore size and the structure of the soil [26]. It has been well known that the mineral complexes also affect the bioavailability of some contaminants because they could be involved in sorption phenomena (adsorption and desorption). Different bioremediation techniques were applied to a clay soil artificially contaminated with diesel oil and the removal rate of PAH was depending on adsorption and desorption phenomena [27]. Additionally, the soil organic matter presents different sorption properties due to its biochemical contents, which include substances such as polysaccharides, lipids, lignin, proteins, humic substances, kerogen and black carbon.

The particle size of the aggregates, the shape and the interconnections amongst the pores of a soil are physical factors that determine the microbial colonization, since they have effect on air diffusion and water infiltration. The association of soil organic matter with secondary minerals, such as clay and amorphous oxides, form complex organomineral aggregates which participates in the soil structure. Furthermore, it has been observed that PAHs distribution in soil depends mainly on the hydrophobicity of the PAH and their affinity towards microcompartments of the aggregates [28]. It is known that as time goes on in a contaminated soil, the contaminants diffuse into hydrophobic areas (ageing), reducing the bioavailability to the microorganisms and thus slowing down their removal. Some authors suggest that biodegradation and removal of contaminants become difficult with ageing of soil; moreover, the rate of desorption of PAH decreases, persisting even in the presence of indigenous microorganism degraders [29]. Bioavailability of anthracene in freshly and aged spiked agricultural soil were studied by its removal efficiency. The 72% of anthracene was removed in freshly spiked soil, while only 34% was degraded in aged soil [30]. However, in experiments conducted in [31], the lack of response of microorganisms to some contaminants is not related to a limited bioavailability, but rather is related to microbial factors, such as lack of co-metabolic substrates or insufficient numbers of hydrocarbon-degrading populations. Besides, it was found that biostimulation with inorganic nutrients and terminal electron acceptors did not improve the removal of PAHs in freshly spiked soil with phenanthrene or pyrene [32]. Moreover, total
biodegradation extent was evident in ageing but not in freshly spiked soil, which was considered to be the result of the adaptation of indigenous bacteria *P. aeruginosa* by entering a stationary phase during the time of ageing (200 days) and by the subsequent production of surfactants. On the other hand, it was suggested that ageing of the soil is not the main parameter influencing PAH-availability level, but the complexity of the organic constituents (i.e. coal tar, pitch, soot or coke) influence overall PAH availability in soil [33]. In addition, some bioremediation studies have evidenced the importance of the physicochemical parameters of organic contaminants on the availability to microorganisms, which have effect on the biodegradation rate [27]. Soil properties and the indigenous microbial population affect the level of biodegradation; therefore, a detailed study on soil properties such as physicochemical and biological parameters must be performed to select the bioremediation technique.

6. How does the impact of the agricultural management system have an effect on the response of microbial population to contaminants?

The different responses of indigenous microorganisms to the PAHs degradation in agricultural contaminated soils are attributed mainly to the deficiency in nitrogen and phosphorous availability. As discussed above, organic matter plays a key role in the bioavailability of organic contaminants; however, the organic matter in the soil is also the primary source of essential nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorous and sulphur [34], and it is often a carbon source easier to assimilate than the contaminant. Therefore, a good understanding of soil management systems can help to infer how soil microorganisms behave when facing a contaminant. By studying the effects of soil management systems (no till and conventional tillage with sequenced or rotation cropping) on the soil microbial community, it was found that an un tillled soil and appropriate crop rotation systems favoured richness and diversity of the microbial community. Changes in microbial communities have also been observed in soils with different agricultural management systems, having a considerable impact on the biological activity of the soil [35]. Furthermore, it has been observed that variations in the microbial communities associated with soils are influenced by the type of land use and by time [36]. The leguminous crops contribute to enhance the organic matter levels resulting in small changes in bacterial populations [37]. Besides, the reducing tillage with retention of crop residues improves and preserves the diversity of bacterial communities [35]. On the other hand, soil enzymes are involved in the cycling of nutrients and they can react rapidly to make changes in soil derived from contamination or by the use of different management systems [38]. The activity of six soil enzymes (β-1-4-glucosidase, L-leucine-aminopeptidase, β-1-4-N-acetylglucosaminidase, phenol oxidase, phosphatase and peroxidase) was correlated with the chemistry of soil organic matter in sites with different broad land use (agriculture soil, pine forest, hardwood forest and pasture). They found that biological process and soil texture correlate well with the chemistry of soil organic matter, suggesting that interactions between microbial communities and soil organic matter influence the soil carbon dynamics [39]. However, soil enzymes have been used as disturbance and quality indicators of contaminated ecosystems [40]. Besides, the soil nutrient status, microbial biomass nitrogen and enzyme activities in five different land-use
patterns (nature forest, park, farmland, street garden and roadside tree) were compared, and it was found that soil quality and fertility were affected by urban land-use patterns. Nutrients were scarce in urban soil and restricted the soil microbial biomass and enzyme activities (urease, protease and nitrate reductase) [38]. Soil enzymes are usually present in moderate or high levels in agricultural soils and they can be correlated to the bacterial diversity found in contaminated vs agricultural soils [41]. Dehydrogenase activity is a more sensitive parameter than urease activity to evaluate the combined toxic effect of metals and PAHs in soils, and these activities are dependent on the enzymatic concentrations [42]. However, enzymatic activity of dehydrogenase and fluorescein diacetate hydrolase has been found, by some authors, in PAH-contaminated soils, and it has been attributed to the gradual adaptation of microorganisms to contaminants and their utilization as a sole carbon and energy sources [43].

Otherwise, soils can be exposed to physical, chemical or biological degradation having an effect on the diversity of microbial communities. From the foregoing, a good agricultural management system may positively change the microbial diversity and improve the nutrient quality in soil as well as the metabolic variety of the microorganisms, leading to a favourable response in the removal of some contaminants. The response of microbial communities in an agricultural land used to grow wheat and sunflower was studied after the addition of diesel fuel. Despite the majority volatilization of aliphatic hydrocarbons, the soil microbial population was able to entirely remove the aliphatic hydrocarbons, and only 1% of the initial contaminant load in the soil remained after 400 days of monitoring. In addition, soil quality indicators (dehydrogenase activity and soil microbial biomass) decreased their values in the first 18 days; however, they recovered their original levels and then exceeded them, reaching a maximum value at the end of the study [44]. Agricultural management system impacts on the response of microbial population to contaminants by producing changes in the biological activity of the soil accelerating or delaying the biodegradation process, which should be considered as the relevant factor in the remediation at field level.

7. Perspectives and conclusions

The sorption phenomena, sequestering mechanisms, content and quality of organic matter and nutrient availability have a direct role in biodegradation success, together with the microbial metabolism and the biological interactions between the populations, which also play a major role. Many authors have reported some bioattenuation failures in contrast to biostimulation or bioaugmentation, thereby a proper creation of the environmental conditions may be sufficient to remove PAHs as discussed earlier. Therefore, the variation in biodegradation results obtained by several authors can be attributed to complex-multiplex interactions between biological inter- or intra-relationships, soil constituents, the physicochemical properties of contaminants and the environmental conditions. They may stall or diminish the biological activity given by allochthonous or indigenous microbial. A proper understanding of the selection of indigenous or allochthonous microbial consortia, agricultural management systems, the quantity and quality of nutrients and the diversity of microbial communities in the contaminated soils must be envisaged and studied in detail, in order to increase our
understanding about the complex physicochemical-biological interactions between the microbial community and its environment. The addition of organic residuals combined with a specialized microbial consortium has the potential to enhance the degradation of such contaminants and may become a promising technology in the near future. However, a combined election of different bioremediation technologies may raise the costs and may become too expensive to use.
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